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• Examines role that privacy-preserving aggregation can play in presence systems.
• Defined and implemented new privacy-preserving aggregation protocols.
• User studies and user feedback motivating privacy-preserving aggregation.
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a b s t r a c t

Collaboration technologies must support information sharing between collaborators, but must also take
care not to share too much information or share information too widely. Systems that share information
without requiring an explicit action by a user to initiate the sharing must be particularly cautious in this
respect. Presence systems are an emerging class of applications that support collaboration. Through the
use of pervasive sensors, these systems estimate user location, activities, and available communication
channels. Because such presence data are sensitive, to achieve wide-spread adoption, sharing models
must reflect the privacy and sharing preferences of their users. This paper looks at the role that privacy-
preserving aggregation can play in addressing certain user sharing and privacy concerns with respect to
presence data.

We define conditions to achieve CollaPSE (Collaboration Presence Sharing Encryption) security, in
which (i) an individual has full access to her own data, (ii) a third party performs computation on the data
without learning anything about the data values, and (iii) people with special privileges called ‘‘analysts’’
can learn statistical information about groups of individuals, but nothing about the individual values
contributing to the statistic other than what can be deduced from the statistic. More specifically, analysts
can decrypt aggregates without being able to decrypt the individual values contributing to the aggregate.
Based in part on studieswe carried out that illustrate the need for the conditions encapsulated by CollaPSE
security, we designed and implemented a family of CollaPSE protocols. We analyze their security, discuss
efficiency tradeoffs, describe extensions, and review more recent privacy-preserving aggregation work.

Published by Elsevier B.V.

1. Introduction

Successful collaboration requires information sharing. Myriad
communication and collaboration tools enable users to share in-
formation anywhere and anytime from a variety of devices. Many
of these devices contain sensors that can be leveraged to pro-
vide information about a person to their colleagues without the
need for the user to take explicit action, improving communication
and awareness between colleagues. Modern communication and
collaboration tools face a significant challenge: to achieve a deli-
cate balance between sharing enough information to support ef-
fective communication and awareness between colleagues while
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not sharing information that is inappropriate, invasive, or simply
not desired. This challenge is particularly salient for systems that
share information without requiring an explicit action by a user to
initiate the sharing. In this paper, we take a system level approach
to addressing this design challenge.We focus on presence systems,
but many of our results are more broadly applicable.

Presence systems are an emerging class of applications that
support collaboration in both business and social life. They fuse
physical sensing capabilities with social and communication soft-
ware, leveraging pervasive sensors to estimate user location, activ-
ities, and available communication channels. Because such
presence data are sensitive, to achieve wide-spread adoption, the
sharingmodels underpinning the design of presence systemsmust
reflect the privacy and sharing preferences of the users, especially
for the highly charged issue of stored data.

To understand the expectations and preferences of potential
users of such systems with respect to how presence data are
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Fig. 1. ThemyUnity dashboard provides users a quick overview of their colleagues’
presence.

shared and used, we conducted a broad survey [1]. One key find-
ing showed that participants were significantly more concerned
about long-term retention of presence data than its collection and
moment-to-moment sharing. To delve into preferences specifically
with respect to stored data, we conducted a second survey, pub-
lished here for the first time. In this survey, we asked the opinion
of longtime users of myUnity [2], a presence system that had been
in use bymore than 30 users for over two years, on issues related to
long-term retention of presence data. At the time, myUnity did not
store data, but its users were interested in seeing personal trends,
activity patterns of coworkers, and presence patterns of groups of
users.MyUnity’s designerswere also interested in retaining data to
analyze usage of the system. We asked myUnity users to rate var-
ious possibilities for how presence data could be protected, aggre-
gated, accessed, and shared. These studies suggest that users want
full access to their own data, are more comfortable contributing
their values to a statistical analysis if they do not have to reveal the
individual values even to the analysts, and do not want to reveal
their data to entities that they perceive as not having a reason to
need their data.

These studiesmotivate the development of CollaPSE (Collabora-
tion Presence Sharing Encryption) security, in which (i) an indi-
vidual has full access to her own data, (ii) a third party performs
computation on the data without learning anything about the data
values, and (iii) people with special privileges whom we call an-
alysts can learn statistical information about groups of individu-
als, but nothing about the individual values contributing to the

statistic other than what can be deduced from the statistic. More
specifically, analysts can decrypt aggregates without being able
to decrypt the individual values contributing to the aggregate.
This paper is an extended version of [3], which first introduced
the conditions for CollaPSE security. That paper described sim-
ple, non-interactive, privacy-preserving aggregation schemes that
efficiently realize all conditions for CollaPSE security for time-
series data, and an implementation, using readily-available cryp-
tographic functions, integratedwith themyUnity presence system.
While the current implementation does not involve an external
third party, its structure would allow commodity cloud services
to be used, enabling these solutions to scale to large, distributed
organizations.

We begin by providing an overview of the myUnity presence
system, and then describe the two studies that motivate the Col-
laPSE protocols that support privacy-preserving aggregation. The
design criteria stemming from these surveys are then crystallized
into a problem definition that captures the desired properties of
CollaPSE protocols. The architecture and encryption background
are reviewed prior to presenting the protocols. Benchmarking re-
sults from a prototype implementation are described. The main
contributions of this paper beyond that of Rieffel et al. [3] are

• an extended discussion section, which includes a security
analysis and a discussion of issues such as efficiency tradeoffs,
robustness against missing values, extensions that support
differential privacy and more complex structures, as well as
• descriptions of the studies that illustrate the need for and

motivate the design of our protocols, and
• a review of recent related work, including further privacy-

preserving aggregation protocols and their applications, partic-
ularly to the smart meter domain.

Prior to launching into a discussion of the studies that motivate
the design of our protocols and the details of the protocols and
implementation, we describe themyUnity presence system,which
they are designed to enhance.

2. Overview of MyUnity

The past few years have seen a rapid expansion of technologies
that fuse physical sensing capabilities with social and communica-
tion software. One such system is myUnity [4], a presence system
for the workplace that supports collaboration by increasing work-
ers’ awareness of their colleagues’ physical presence, activities, and
preferred communication channels.

MyUnity was designed to expand collaboration opportunities
by building group awareness. MyUnity collects data from cameras,
Bluetooth device sensors, mouse and keyboard activity, network
connectivity, IM availability, and the employee calendar (Fig. 2). At
regular intervals, the data are aggregated and summarized into one
of five presence states. A sixth state indicates there is insufficient
data on the user. Users run clients that display presence states for
colleagues as photo tiles within an awareness dashboard (Fig. 1).
Each tile’s color indicates the user’s presence state:

• purple: the person has visitors in her office.
• green: the person is in her office.
• yellow: the person is in the building.
• blue: the person is actively connected remotely.
• orange: the person is connected via mobile client.

The system represents each presence state as a five-bit string, in
which each bit corresponds to one of the five positive presence
states. The six legal presence values are 10000, 01000, 00100,
00010, 00001, and 00000, corresponding to in office, has visitor, in
building, active online remotely, connected via mobile client, and in-
sufficient information. The interface displays presence information
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